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Abstract
We consider a class of quantum dissipative systems governed by a one pa-
rameter completely positive maps on a von-Neumann algebra. We introduce
a notion of recurrent and metastable projections for the dynamics and prove
that the unit operator can be decomposed into orthogonal projections where
each projections are recurrent or metastable for the dynamics.
21 Introduction:
Let τ = (τt, t ≥ 0) be a semigroup of identity preserving completely posi-
tive maps [Da1,Da2,BR] on a von-Neumann algebra A0 acting on a separable
Hilbert space H0, where either the parameter t ∈R+, the set of positive real
numbers or t ∈ Z+, the set of positive integers. In case A0 = l
∞(S), the
bounded measurable functions on a countable set S, τ is the Markov semi-
group associated with a continuous or discrete time Markov chain. In such
a case the state space S is well classified as disjoint union of recurrent and
metastable states. Such a classification enriched our understanding of asymp-
totic behavior of associated stochastic processes. In this exposition we aim to
achieve a similar classification in the general framework of non-commutative
probability and prove results related to the asymptotic behavior of the quan-
tum dynamical systems (τt) if it admits a normal invariant state. To that
end we assume further that the map τt is normal for each t ≥ 0 and the map
t→ τt(x) is weak
∗ continuous for each x ∈ A0.
Following [FR3] we say a projection p ∈ A0 is sub-harmonic and harmonic
if τt(p) ≥ p and τt(p) = p for all t ≥ 0 respectively. For a sub-harmonic
projection p, we define the reduced quantum dynamical semigroup (τ pt ) on the
von-Neumann algebra pA0p by τ
p
t (x) = pτt(x)p where t ≥ 0 and x ∈ A
p
0. If p is
also a harmonic projection, the reduced dynamics τ 1−pt and τ
p
t are complement
to each other. For more details we refer to [Ev]. Following Evans [Ev] we also
say (τt) is irreducible if there exists no non-trivial harmonic projection in A0
for (τt). This notion is not quite equivalent to the notion of irredcibility for
Markov chain [No].
A non-zero sub-harmonic projection p is said to be minimal if there exists
3no sub-harmonic projection q so that 0 < q < p. A non-zero projection p ∈ A
is called recurrent if p is minimal sub-harmonic. A recurrent projection p is
called positive recurrent if there exists a normal invariant state for (τt) with
support equal to p. A recurrent projection is called null recurrent if it is not
a positive recurrent. If the identity operator is a recurrent projection, we say
(τt) is recurrent.
For a sub-harmonic projection p, 1 is an upper bound for the increasing
positive operators τt(p), t ≥ 0. Thus there exists an operator 0 ≤ y ≤ 1 so
that y = s.limt→∞τt(p). If y is an injective map on the Hilbert space H0 we
say the projection 1 − p is metastable . If y = 1 we say 1 − p is transient. A
normal state φ0 is called invariant for (τt) if φ0τt(x) = φ0(x) for all x ∈ A0 and
t ≥ 0. The support p of a normal invariant state is a sub-harmonic projection
[FR3] and φp0, the restriction of φ0 to A
p
0 is an invariant normal state for (τ
p
t ).
Thus asymptotic properties ( ergodic, mixing ) of the dynamics (A0, τt, φ0) is
well determined by the asymptotic properties (ergodic, mixing respectively )
of the reduced dynamics (Ap0, τ
p
t , φ
p
0) provided y = 1. For more details we refer
to [Fr,Mo1].
We explore a necessary and sufficient condition for a sub-harmonic pro-
jection to be metastable and also find a sufficient condition for a metastable
projection to be transient. In case the von-Neumann algebra is type-I with
centre completely atomic, we will show that there exists a mutually orthogo-
nal family of recurrent projections (pi) so that
∑
i pi ≤ 1 and 1 −
∑
i pi is a
metastable projection. However such a decomposition is not unique in gen-
eral unlike in the classical Markov chain. Thus the problem remain open also
for more general non-commutative algebra of observables. Related results for
stochastically complete Brownian flows on a smooth manifold associated with
4a family of vector fields are proved in [Mo2].
In particular for any finite dimensional Hilbert space H0 we prove that
any metastable projection is also transient and any recurrent projection is also
positive recurrent. Thus even in these general non-commutative dynamical
systems of irreversible processes classical feature remain valid once the Hilbert
space is finite dimensional. If there exists a unique recurrent projection p and
H0 is finite dimensional then there exists an unique invariant normal state and
(τt) is ergodic with respect to that state.
2 Sub-harmonic projections:
In the following we list few crucial property ( Proposition 2.1 and Proposition
2.2 ) of sub-harmonic projections appeared in [FR3,Mo1].
PROPOSITION 2.1: Let p be a sub-harmonic projection for (τt). Then
the following hold:
(a) for all t ≥ 0, pτt(p) = τt(p)p = p.
(b) τt(x(1− p))p = 0 for all x ∈ A0, t ≥ 0.
For a projection p, Ap0 = pA0p is also a von-Neumann algebra acting on
the Hilbert subspace pH0. Thus for a sub-harmonic projection p we verify by
Proposition 2.1 that (τ pt ) defined by τ
p
t (x) = pτt(x)p, x ∈ A
p
0 is a Markov
semigroup. Let the strong limit of τt(p) be y as t ↑ ∞. By Proposition 2.1 (a)
we have py = yp = p, p ≤ y ≤ 1 and τt(y) = y∀t ≥ 0. Thus pτt(1 − y
2)p =
pτt(p(1− y
2)p)p = 0. So we also have pτt(y
2) = τt(y
2)p = p for all t ≥ 0. Since
τt(p) ≤ τt(y
2) ≤ τt(y) = y, the strong limit of τt(y
2) as t → ∞ is also y. In
case y2 is also an invariant element for (τt), we have y
2 = y. In general y2 need
not be an invariant element even for an irreducible classical Markov semigroup
5(τt). For more details we refer to [Mo1].
PROPOSITION 2.2: Let p be a sub-normal projection and y = s.limτt(p).
Then for any z ∈ B(H0) the following statements are equivalent:
(a) yz = 0
(b) τt(p)z = 0 for all t ≥ 0.
The following proposition is crucial for classification and related problems.
PROPOSITION 2.3: Let x ∈ A0 be a non-negative invariant element for a
completely positive unital normal map τ on a von-Neumann algebra A0 and q
be the projection on the closure of the range of x. Then 1−q is a sub-harmonic
projection for τ .
PROOF: Let q be the unique minimal projection so that (1 − q)x = 0. For
any unitary element u′ ∈ A′0 in the commutant, we have (1 − q)u
′xu′∗ = 0,
thus u′∗(1 − q)u′x = 0. Since u′∗(1 − q)u′ is also a projection, by minimality
we conclude that u′∗qu′ ≥ q. u′ being an arbitrary unitary element in A′0, we
conclude that u′∗qu′ = q. That q is an element in A0 follows now by von-
Neumann’s density theorem [BR]. By Steinspring representation [BR], there
exists a countable family of bounded operators (lk) so that τ(z) =
∑
k l
∗
kzlk for
all z ∈ A0. Since x is an invariant element, we have (1−q)τ(x) = (1−q)x = 0.
Hence we have by the representation xlk(1−q) = 0. Thus we have qlk(1−q) = 0.
Once more by the representation we conclude that τ(q)(1−q) = 0, i.e. τ(q) ≤ q.
For the classification we need to guarantee existence of a minimal projec-
tion.
THEOREM 2.4: Let A0 be type-I with centre completely atomic. There
exists a commuting family (pi) of countable many orthogonal recurrent projec-
6tions for (τt) so that q = 1−
∑
i pi is metastable.
PROOF: Since A0 is type-I with centre completely atomic, minimal projection
exits [BR,vol-1]. In case there exists no non-trivial minimal sub-harmonic
projection, we have trivial partition p1 = 1 and q = 0. Suppose p1 is a minimal
sub-harmonic projection and q1 is the projection on the closure of the range
of y1 where y1 is the strong limit of τt(p1) as before. Thus by Proposition 2.3
1− q1 is sub-harmonic. In case 1− q1 = 0 or 1− q1 is recurrent then 1−p1−p2
is metastable, where p2 = 1− q1. So the construction ends. Otherwise we look
for a minimal sub-harmonic projection 0 < p2 < (1− q1) and so on. Note that
by our construction the family is countable (H0 is separable) and commuting.
THEOREM 2.5: Let p be a sub-harmonic projections for (τt) so that y ≥ λ
for some λ > 0. Then y = 1.
PROOF: Since yp = p, by our hypothesis we write y ≥ p+ λ(1− p) for some
λ > 0. Thus for any t ≥ t0 we have y ≥ τt(p) + λ(1 − τt(p)). By taking limit
t → ∞ we conclude that y ≥ y + λ(1 − y). Hence y ≥ 1, since λ > 0. Since
0 ≤ y ≤ 1 we conclude that y = 1.
COROLLARY 2.6: Let p be a maximal non-trivial sub-harmonic projection
p 6= 1 for (τt) and 1 − p be finite dimensional. Then τt(p) → 1 as t → ∞ in
strong operator topology.
PROOF: Let q be the projection on the range of y. Since y is a non-negative
invariant element for (τt), Proposition 2.3 says that 1−q is sub-harmonic. Since
p is a maximal non-trivial sub-harmonic projection which commutes with 1−q,
we have 1 − q = 0. Hence y is one to one. Since 1− p is finite dimensional, y
is bounded away from zero i.e. there exists a constant λ > 0 so that y ≥ λ1.
Thus the proof is complete once we appeal to Theorem 2.5.
7If the parameter t ∈Z+, the dynamics is determined by a unital completely
positive normal map (τ) and τn = τ ◦ .. ◦ τ - n fold composition. In such a case
p is sub-harmonic for (τn) if and only if τ(p) ≥ p.
THEOREM 2.7: Let τ be a unital completely positive map on a von-
Neumann algebra A0. Then p be a sub-harmonic projection for τ if and only
if (1− p)lkp = 0 for all k ≥ 1, where (lk) is the family of bounded operators so
that τ(x) =
∑
k l
∗
kxlk for all x ∈ A0.
Moreover for a sub-harmonic projection p for τ , and a bounded operator z,
yz = 0 if and only if pli1li2li3...linz = 0, where s.limn→∞τn(p) = y.
PROOF: Let p be sub-harmonic for τ , i.e. τ(p) ≥ p. We have pτ(p)p ≥
p, p being a projection. Hence pτ(1 − p)p ≤ 0. Since 1 − p ≥ 0, we also
have pτ(1 − p)p ≥ 0. So pτ(1 − p)p = 0. By the representation we have
∑
k pl
∗
k(1 − p)lkp = 0, hence the result follows. The last part follows once we
note that yz = 0 if and only if τn(p)z = 0 for all n ≥ 0.
Hence y is injective if and only if p together with the range of these l∗i1l
∗
i2
..l∗imp
family of operators, where i1, i2, ..im ≥ 1 generate the Hilbert space H0. In
such a case for finite dimensional Hilbert space H0, Theorem 2.5 says that
y = 1. Although the family (lk) is not uniquely determined by the map τ , the
criteria appeared in Theorem 2.7 is independent of the choice we make for it’s
representation.
3 Strong ergodic property:
In the last section we investigated various criteria for the support projection p
associated with the normal invariant state so that 1−p is transient for the dy-
namics (A0, τt, φ0). In a recent paper [Mo1], we have investigated how various
8asymptotic properties ( ergodic, weak mixing, strong mixing ) of (A0, τt, φ0)
can be determined by the reduced dynamics (Ap0, τ
p
t , φ0) when 1 − p is tran-
sient. In the following theorem we prove one more such a property known in
the literature as strong ergodicity.
THEOREM 3.1: Let (A0, τt, φ0) be a quantum dynamical systems with a
normal invariant state φ0 with support projection p. If s-limitt→∞τt(p) = 1
then the following statements are equivalent:
(a) ||φτt − φ0|| → 0 as t→∞ for any normal state on A0.
(b) ||φτ pt − φ0|| → 0 as t→∞ for any normal state on A0.
PROOF: That (b) implies (a) is trivial. For the converse we write
||φτt − φ0|| = supx:||x||≤1|φτt(x) − φ0(x)| ≤ sup{x:||x||≤1}|φτt(pxp) − φ0(pxp)| +
sup{x:||x||≤1}|φτt(pxp
⊥)| + sup{x:||x||≤1}|φτt(p
⊥xp)| + sup{x:||x||≤1}|φτt(p
⊥xp⊥)|.
Since τt((1 − p)x) → 0 in the weak
∗ topology and |φτt(xp
⊥)|2 ≤
|φτt(xx
∗)|φ(τt(p
⊥))| ≤ ||x||2φ(τt(p
⊥) it is good enough if we verify that (a)
is equivalent to sup{x:||x||≤1}|φτt(pxp) − φ0(pxp)| → 0 as t → ∞. To that end
we first note that limsupt→∞supx:||x||≤1|ψ(τs+t(pxp))− φ0(pxp)| is independent
of s ≥ 0 we choose. On the other hand we write τs+t(pxp) = τs(pτt(pxp)p) +
τs(pτt(pxp)p
⊥)+τs(p
⊥τt(pxp)p)+τs(p
⊥τt(pxp)p
⊥) and use the fact for any nor-
mal state φ we have limsupt→∞supx:||x||≤1|ψ(τs(zτt(pxp)p
⊥)| ≤ ||z|| |ψ(τs(p
⊥))|
for all z ∈ A0. Thus by our hypothesis on the support and we conclude that
(a) hold whenever (b) is true.
4 Quantum mechanical master equation:
In this section we aim to deal with a class of quantum dynamical semigroup. We
say a normal Markov semigroup (τt) on A0 is norm continuous if limitt→0||τt−
9I|| = 0. In such a case the generator L is a bounded operator on A and can
be described [GKS,Li,CE] by
L(x) = Y ∗x+ xY +
∑
k≥1
L∗kxLk (4.1)
where Y ∈ A0 is the generator of a norm continuous contractive semigroup
on H0 and Lk, k ≥ 1 is a family of bounded operators so that
∑
k L
∗
kxLk ∈
A0 whenever x ∈ A0. However this choice (Y, Lk, k ≥ 1) is not unique.
Conversely, for any such a family (Y, Lk) with Y ∈ A0 and LkxL
∗
k ∈ A0, ∀x ∈
A0, there exists a unique Markov semigroup (τt) with L as its generator. There
are many methods to show the existence of a Markov semigroup (τt) with L as
it’s generator [Da3,MS,CF]. Here we describe one such a method [CF].
We consider the following iterated equation :
τ 0t (x) = e
tY ∗xetY (4.2)
τ
(n)
t (x) = e
tY ∗xetY +
∫ t
0
e(t−s)Y
∗
Φ(τ (n−1)s (x))e
(t−s)Y ds, n ≥ 1 (4.3)
where Φ(x) =
∑
k L
∗
kxLk. It is simple to check for x ≥ 0 that
0 ≤ τn−1t (x) ≤ τ
n
t (x) ≤ ||x|| I, ∀t ≥ 0
Thus we set for x ≥ 0, τt(x) = limitn→∞τ
(n)
t (x) in the weak
∗ topology. For an
arbitrary element we extend it by linearity. Thus we have
τt(x) = e
tY ∗xetY +
∫ t
0
e(t−s)Y
∗
Φ(τs(x))e
(t−s)Y ds (4.4)
for any x ∈ A0.
In such a case [Ev], it is simple to check that (τt) is irreducible if and only
if {x ∈ A0 : [x,H ] = 0, [x, Lk] = 0∀k ≥ 1} is trivial.
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The following simple but important result due to Fagnola-Rebolledo [FR3].
THEOREM 4.1: A projection p is sub-harmonic if and only if (1−p)Y p = 0
and (1− p)Lkp = 0 for all 1 ≤ k ≤ ∞.
PROOF: For a proof and a more general result we refer to [FR3].
PROPOSITION 4.2: Let p be a sub-harmonic projection and y =
s.limt→∞τt(p). For any z ∈ B(H0) following are equivalent:
(a) yz = 0
(b) pz = 0, pLi1Li2 ....Linz = 0 for all 0 ≤ im < ∞, 1 ≤ m ≤ n and n ≥ 1,
where L0 = Y .
PROOF: By Proposition 2.2, yz = 0 if and only if z∗τt(p)z = 0 for all t ≥
0. Now by (4.4) we have z∗τt(p)z = 0 if and only if z
∗etY
∗
petY z = 0 and
z∗Φ(τt(p))z = 0 for t ≥ 0. Thus we have pe
tY z = 0 and also z∗Φ(τt(p))z = 0
for all t. Thus in particular we have z∗Φ(p)z = 0, hence pLkz = 0 for all k ≥ 0.
We go now by induction on n, we check if z′ = pLi1Li2 ....Linz then yz
′ = z′
thus (a) implies (b). For the converse statement, we check that derivative of
any order at t = 0 of z∗τt(p)z vanishes, thus constant which is zero.
Thus the zero operator is the only element z that satisfies (b) if and only
if the closure of the range of y is the entire Hilbert space. Thus p together
with L∗i1L
∗
i2
....L∗inp where 0 ≤ im < ∞, 1 ≤ m ≤ n and n ≥ 1 will generate
the Hilbert space if and only if y is one to one. In particular we find this
property is a necessary condition for y to be 1. In general the condition is not
a sufficient one. Once more one can construct a counter example in birth and
death processes where no population is an absorbing state and birth and death
rates are such that the population will extinct with positive probability but
need not be 1. We omit the details. However Corollary 2.6 says that for finite
11
dimensional 1 − p the condition is also sufficient for y = 1. So we have the
following result.
THEOREM 4.3: Let p be a sub-harmonic projection for (τt) and 1 − p be
finite dimensional. Then y = 1 if and only if p together with the ranges of
operators L∗i1 ....L
∗
in
p, ii, .., in ≥ 0 generates the entire Hilbert space H0.
Although operators (Lk) are not uniquely determined for a given (τt), the
criteria appeared in Theorem 4.3 is independent of choice we make. We end
this exposition with a comment that the result similar to Proposition 4.2 with
appropriate domain condition [FR3] can be proved to include a class of quan-
tum irreversible system where the A0 = B(H0) with generator which need not
be a bounded operator.
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